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Whose life is it anyway?

Foodie’s terror
Every Student Gourmet Has One Fear. Just One.

Mridu Pant, AIS MV, X D

O
nce upon a time, there was a

classroom full of giggling

students, flying paper balls and

pranks in the pipeline. Amidst all this

hullabaloo sat a quiet and a lonely child.

Oblivious to his own powers – an exotic

lunchbox, he sat in a quiet corner, until

one fine day…

The Discovery…
The most eagerly awaited time of the

day arrives, bringing with it sighs of

relief. Recess. The class, previously

silent, is filled with sounds of screams,

laughs and giggles. Groups of three and

more ‘claim’ their seats, chatting and

laughing while a few play the ‘jugaad’

cricket (all hail foil balls!).

It was a normal day. Until one lonely

student opened his lunch box.

All heads turned towards that person,

eyes immediately seeking the contents

of the lunch box.

And then the begging begins.

The Invitation …
The poor, unsuspecting lonely student,

who only wants to enjoy a good meal,

is immediately faced with a thousand

requests from all sides.

“Hey can I just have one small piece?”

“I won’t take much, promise!”

“Just a taste?”

Raising his hands in a placating manner,

the innocent student just says go ahead.

And all hell breaks loose.

The Struggle…
It is a war. Quabbles, fights and curses

abound, the class descends into

complete chaos, with the lonely student

as an innocent bystander, watching the

scene with a sense of dread and horror,

only one thought in his mind.

“Oh God, what have I done?”

The Aftermath…
Looking morosely at the now-empty

lunch-box, the lonely student sighs

sadly. Until a small lunchbox is pushed

under his nose.

“It’s not as good as yours, but here you

go.” Other students begin to push their

lunch-boxes towards him, while he

watches speechless.After the last offer

of food, the student just smiles happily.

And the recess ends like it always does.

All friends laughing, giggling and

having fun, with just one exception.

There is no longer a lonely student

sitting in the corner. G  T

Aadithya Aravindh, AIS MV, XI G

M
any people believe that painting

and drawing are the most

creative arts in nature, but it so

happens that one art surpasses all that-

‘The Art of Taking Leaves’. Like every

art, this one also has a rich history, passed

down for generations.

The Stone Age: The first leave to be

taken dates back to the times of

Mahabharatha where Vidura took leave

from Dhritharashtra for the war. Primitive

evidences of taking leaves can be traced to

headache, stomachache and fever, who are

known as the forefathers of this art. Today,

their successors entail  a sad story with a

sobful climax.

The School Age: Einstein’s Theory of

Relativity hasn’t contributed that much to

science as his excuse of nervous

breakdown to the Art of Taking Leaves.

Yes, he skipped school by saying that he

was facing a nervous breakdown. School

students are said to be the most creative

thinkers of this art form. They can wind a

story in just a minute and you will have a

hard time not believing in it. They will

connect a distant grandmother to their

dad’s elder brother’s wife’s sister who got

a headache, which resulted in diarrhea and

led to the whole family having cancer.

The Office Age: These people are the

worst when it comes to taking leaves.

They take a leave and live in crippling fear

for the entire day.

The New Age: When everything else is

developing, why not the excuses for taking

leaves? From a person claiming that his

wife was talking to aliens, to a worker

alleging that his files are kept on the top

of the cupboard and he has vertigo,

excuses today are layered as ever.

The Evergreen: Death. Who could

have thought that the mighty end of life,

be it real of fictitious, could save you from

a yelling boss or a miffed wife. G  T

Taking an off
How To Be Idle 101: The Article 

When Noise Gets Louder, The Ears Get Going
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“Rock and roller newspaper wars, I can
take it even more.”
Aryaman Jain, AIS MV, XI G, Page Editor

Noise next door
Kaveri Mathur, AIS MV, X E

W
e can curse or complain as much

as we want but there is no such

thing as tranquillity or quiet in

the Indian neighbourhood.

Dawn of the planet of the devotee: Even

before the alarm rings, the sound of

morning prayers and ringing bells jolt you

out of your deep slumber. But unlike Kabhi
Khushi Kabhi Ghum (cue background

music) where the whole household joins in

prayers with just an aarti ki thali, the EDM

remix of religious songs blaring from loud

speakers before dawn marks the start of a

new day, every day.

Band, baaja, baaraat: The big fat Indian

wedding is an occasion where no one is left

out. With their trumpets, tubas and dhols,

the marching bands assure that everybody

within a miles radius knows - ‘aaj kisi ke

yaar ki shaadi hai’. Magar picture abhi
baaki hai mere dost, because the Indian

celebration is incomplete without

deafening firecrackers.

Cue DJ wale babu: The DJ’s prime duty is

to crank up the volume regardless of the

time and law. The decibel levels are

exceeded to show that nobody cares even

if ‘aunty police bulal legi’. The only thing

that one can hope for is that the motto is not

‘party all night’. 

Om (No) shanti Om: There is only one

thing more annoying than the mashup of

bhajans and that is…. you guessed it

right… the constant thak-thak coming from

the neighbours who are renovating their

house, yet again. And then there is that

inescapable hum of the generators and

other miscellaneous construction noise.

The blaring television in such cases

becomes the mediator between the

competitive noises.  

Car wars: The rush hour awakens. If your

house is anywhere near the highway, you

might be familiar with the trucks which

have these unique musical horns. The

office hour brings a new horror. The

honking of impatient drivers and

screeching of speeding vehicles. The

symphony of honking of every vehicle on

the road  resonates through your living

room, and well, life. 

The big bark theory: The next contestant

very unknowingly contributes to the

decibel levels. The unpleasant dog ‘rap’

battles are a consistent part of the average

Indian’s playlist. Just like the song which

is constantly stuck in your head, the

barking of dogs can start anytime and

anywhere.

…And this cacophonic melody continues

to play as the background music for any

Indian citizen.

Boss I am on leave

today. I have Viral


